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Introduction

I work in fundamental physics. Institutions in my field maintain the public

database InSpire, that covers the field worldwide since ∼1970:

• 6000 collabs, 7000 institutes, 70000 authors, 106 papers, 3 ·107 references.

• Disambiguation of authors, affiliations, journals, collaborations; hires.

• Excellent quality and can be fully and freely downloaded.

• Big bibliometric observational opportunity.

Used to study reliable productivity indices, collaborations... gender.

Results raised controversy and doubts. Now:

1) Results stand after many checks, improvements, extra analyses.

(Thanks to referees and to many colleagues, etc).

2) Results were in line with literature see e.g. the review Ceci, Ginther, Kahn, Williams,

“Women in academic science: A changing landscape”, Psyc. Sci. in the Public Interest 15 (2014) 75.

https://inspirehep.net
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/pdf/Women-Academic-Science.pdf


1) Technical tools



Tools: gender from names

InSpire provides no gender info and tells names of 87% authors.

So, reconstruct gender from names.

Some names like Nicola are ambiguous (different genders in different countries):

1) Name + 1st affiliation country using Worldwide Gender-Name Dictionary.

2) Name + family name using Ethnea.

Similar results with 1) or 2): ∼ 80% coverage, <∼2% difference.

3) Plus public information about a thousand of top-authors.

“Quantitative methodology” criticised as “epistemically violent” in 1907.04893.

https://ideas.repec.org/c/wip/eccode/10.html
https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/bitstream/handle/2142/88927/ethnea.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04893


Tools: hires

Two strategies:

1) Use the 9000 1st hires in InSpire. Precise timing, but incomplete (biased?).

2) Define and compute 40K (19K) “pseudo-hirings”

≡ 5 (or 10) years of publications with the same affiliation.

Complete, but timing imprecise for authors hired by the same institution.

Similar results with 1) or 2).

Use 1) when timing more important than coverage; 2) otherwise.



Tools: indicator for “scientific merit”

Better than anecdotics because citations primarily recognise credit, Bornmann,

Daniel, “What do citation counts measure? A review of studies on citing behavior”, J. of Docum. 64 (2008) 45.

A proxy is acceptable when scientific merit positively affects it more than con-

founding variables. A full or large correlation with scientific merit improves the

sensitivity of the analysis (not needed if effect large enough).

Practical issues: citations depend on language (all English); accessibility (all

free on arXiv; almost all); time; field; collaboration size (in fundamental physics

Ncit is no longer correlated to scientific merit because experimental collabora-

tions dominate: 6000 papers with 3000 authors).

https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/00220410810844150


Tools: good indicator for scientific merit

A good index is

“individual citations” ≡ Nicit ≡
Ncit

NautNref

• Fractional counting Naut accounts for multi-authoring.

Data show 〈Ncit〉 ∝ 〈Naut〉1 scaling ⇒ little gift authorship [1902.01693].

• Nref compensates for different publication intensity in sub-fields/times.

Average Nicit is 1 in disjoint fields ⇒ Nicit ∼ number of average papers.

N icit gives top-authors strongly correlated with prizes and physics.

[Strumia, Torre, “Biblioranking fundamental physics”, J. of Infometrics 13 (2019) 515]

Data will also be shown within subfield: experiment, theory, astro/cosmo.

Similar results using indicators more different from usual targets (e.g. discount-

ing self-citation cartels, penalising authors of many below-average papers...).

http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01693
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1751157718301512


2) Social background



Space variation

Female participation to STEM and fundamentals physics is not positively cor-

related with the Global Gender Gap Index. Known as ‘gender equality paradox’.

Stoet, Geary, “The Gender-Equality Paradox in STEM Education”, Psychological Science 29 (2018) 581.
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http://reports.weforum.org/global-gender-gap-report-2016/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ub2lob3Itxk
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323197652_The_Gender-Equality_Paradox_in_Science_Technology_Engineering_and_Mathematics_Education
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797617741719?journalCode=pssa


Field variation
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Less F in theory than in experiment or astro.



Time variation
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NF/NM grew until ∼ 2010 ⇒ 〈F 〉 now younger than 〈M〉.
Apparent gender differences could be age differences.

This is a significant confounding factor.



Confounding factors

a.k.a. systematic uncertainties. Social sciences observe a mix of many factors.

Finding causes is difficult, differences can be apparent.

• Test if differences persist in sub-samples of real data:

age, publication or citation date, country, field, journal, indicator...

Doable having a lot of data. But results in lots of plots (appendices).

Significant confounder: 〈F 〉 authors are younger. Systematically correct data:

• Select every year t a random sub-set of authors such that new authors

satisfy NM = NF ; average over choices. Equivalent to weight authors as:

wG =
Nnew
F (t) +Nnew

M (t)

2Nnew
G (t)

.



3) Results



Citations

We use citations, are they biased? Some literature finds that 〈M〉 authors

receive more citations, even after trying to model confounders, and interprets

the difference as gender bias. But comparing ‘how citations are’ with ‘how

citations would be’ in the absence of gender bias is not really possible.

Define an asymmetry that projects out systematic issues obtaining reliable info

on partial aspects. Count single-author that cites different single-author, get

Gender asymmetry = A = fM→M − fF→M = fF→F − fM→F .

where fG→G′ = Ncit
G→G′/N

cit
G→. It’s not cherry picking, it’s the F ↔M singlet:

A =
1

Ncit
M→N

cit
F→

det

(
Ncit
M→M Ncit

M→F
Ncit
F→M Ncit

F→F

)
− 1 ≤ A ≤ 1.

No gender asymmetry in citations in any sub-field at any time, down to % level.

Multi-authored: 0 at sub %. 〈M〉 more cited than 〈F 〉, equally by M and F .



Self citations

Cameron et al., “Solving the Productivity and Impact Puzzle: Do Men Outperform Women, or Are Metrics

Biased?”, BioScience 66 (2016) ; Ghiasi et al., “Gender Differences in Synchronous and Diachronous Self-

citations”, STI conf. (2016) ; King et al., “Men Set Their Own Cites High: Gender and Self-Citation Across

Fields and Over Time”, Socius 3 (2017) 1; S. Hossenfelder, “Do women get fewer citations than men?” find

that M tend to give ∼ 30% more self-citations to their publications. King et

al. ask: maybe it’s just a confounding factor: do 〈M〉 write more papers so

have more citeable papers? Our database allows to check:
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Gender difference disappears looking at fixed productivity.

https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/66/3/245/2468661
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/66/3/245/2468661
https://crc.ebsi.umontreal.ca/files/sites/60/2016/09/Ghiasi-et-al._STI2016.pdf
https://crc.ebsi.umontreal.ca/files/sites/60/2016/09/Ghiasi-et-al._STI2016.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2378023117738903
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2378023117738903
https://fias.uni-frankfurt.de/~hossi/Physics/citations.pdf


Hired fraction
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No significant gender difference. Consistent with Ceci2014,

“no evidence of women having harder time getting tenure”.

Overall number uncertain: some less significant authors missed by InSpire.

Hiring harder for younger authors.



Hiring timing
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No significant gender difference.

Astro/Cosmo anomaly: women hired younger?

• Flaherty interpreted indirectly as leaky pipeline: women leaving the field

400% more than men (arXiv:1810.01511). Looks impossible.

• This was “firmly ruled out” by Perley in arXiv:1903.08195.

• I have direct data: publication dates tell when each author leaves.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1810.01511
http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08195


Abandonment rates

( )
Raw data naively indicate a ∼ 30% higher abandonment rate of F authors:

Correlation is not causation: leaky pipeline disappears after correcting for the

age confounder i.e. more F now that getting hired got harder for everybody:
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No significant gender difference.



Career gaps

Publication dates allow to study career gaps:
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No significant gender difference.

Maternity? No personal info in InSpire. Literature not univocal. Maybe gives

yrs of relatively reduced productivity with respect to the average of each author?



Periods of relatively reduced productivity
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No significant gender difference.



Productivity at 1st hires
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See also Williams, Ceci, “2:1 faculty preference for women on STEM tenure

track”, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 112 (2017) 5360.

https://www.pnas.org/content/112/17/5360.long
https://www.pnas.org/content/112/17/5360.long


Number of papers, of citations

Data exhibit a difference known in the literature as “productivity gap”:
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Consistent with Ceci2014: “women on average publish fewer papers”.



Top-cited papers
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Extra result: authors of top-cited papers are younger (offensive? biological?).

1) Physics is not a social game that favours elder powerful authors.

2) Worry about age confounder for gender? Here it favours women (younger).



Mean career path
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Gap appears at age consistent with maternity/hiring/scientific independence...?



Distribution of individual citations

Log scale: HUGE difference between authors. Much more than in other fields.
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NF,M distributions remain different, i.e. their ratio NF/NM (black curve)

not constant, after trying confounding factors: field, year... Npap, C//...etc



Top authors

InSpire name Nicit gender
1 E.Witten.1 3425 M
2 Steven.Weinberg.1 2313 M
3 G.tHooft.1 1495 M
4 S.W.Hawking.1 1240 M
5 A.M.Polyakov.1 941.0 M
6 R.W.Jackiw.1 844.7 M
7 F.A.Wilczek.1 • 829.3 M
8 J.S.Schwinger.1 794.5 M
9 J.M.Maldacena.1 767.6 M

10 T.Sjostrand.1 • 764.8 M
11 A.D.Linde.1 759.7 M
12 H.M.Georgi.1 • 737.0 M
13 S.L.Glashow.1 734.7 M
14 L.Susskind.1 • 731.4 M
15 N.Seiberg.1 657.7 M
16 P.A.M.Dirac.1 649.4 M
17 S.R.Coleman.1 634.5 M
18 D.J.Gross.1 631.2 M
19 S.J.Brodsky.1 • 593.3 M
20 J.R.Ellis.1 586.4 M
21 K.G.Wilson.1 575.3 M
22 C.Vafa.1 572.5 M
23 J.D.Bjorken.1 554.1 M
24 R.L.Jaffe.1 552.2 M
25 Abdus.Salam.1 542.1 M
26 M.Luscher.1 540.8 M
27 Ashoke.Sen.1 528.0 M
28 G.Veneziano.1 524.1 M
29 C.N.Yang.1 509.6 M
30 A.Strominger.1 507.4 M
31 Rabindra.N.Mohapatra.1 500.9 M
32 J.Polchinski.1 499.1 M
33 J.H.Schwarz.1 496.5 M
34 B.Zumino.1 496.2 M
35 L.Wolfenstein.1 • 494.6 M
36 R.P.Feynman.1 492.3 M
37 Stephen.Louis.Adler.1 • 488.8 M
38 A.Vilenkin.1 486.8 M
39 S.Deser.1 483.1 M
40 M.Gell.Mann.1 480.1 M
41 M.A.Shifman.1 • 479.8 M
42 E.V.Shuryak.1 466.1 M
43 M.B.Wise.1 • 458.1 M
44 A.A.Tseytlin.1 449.8 M
45 H.Leutwyler.1 447.3 M
46 G.W.Gibbons.1 445.5 M
47 L.N.Lipatov.1 438.8 M
48 N.Isgur.1 • 438.0 M
49 J.B.Kogut.1 426.6 M
50 T.D.Lee.1 426.5 M

Focusing on top-cited authors is useful because

1) names and their physics show that Nicit ∼works.

2) various social thresholds (e.g. hiring) don’t affect them.

3) gap maximal. Is gap statistically significant on this tail?

Statistical expectation for the position Fk of k-th female author:

〈Fk〉 =
k

f
℘ = fk(1− f)Fk−k

(Fk − 1

k − 1

)
f ≡

NF
NM +NF

Data show higher Fk even after correcting for age confounder:

Field Indicator F1 F2 F3
Fundamental physics Nicit,raw data 69 147 191
Fundamental physics Nicit, age-corrected 36 82 114
Fundamental physics Nicit/∆t1.8A 20 57 109

All scientific disciplines Composite, raw data∗ 133 146 160

* Ioannidis, Baas, Klavans, Boyack, “A standardized citation metrics author database

annotated for scientific field”, PLOS bio 17 (2019) 384, ∼agrees in fund. phys.
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What is the difference?

Age-corrected distributions show by eye a ∼ 15% difference in upper variability.

Extra details: the M and F distributions in Nicit are ∼log-normal. So:

• different averages ⇒ NF/NM ∝ exp[c lnNicit] ⇒ line in log-log plot.

• different variances ⇒ NF/NM ∝ exp[−c ln2Nicit] ⇒ parabola in log-log plot.
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Statistically significant parabolic shape. Similar results with other indicators.



Summary of results

No significant gender differences in giving (self)citations, hiring rates/timing,

career breaks/pauses, abandonment rates. No leaky pipeline.

Consistent with Ceci2014: “the overall picture is one of gender neutrality”.

• “Representation gap” (well known).

4:1 gender difference at entry level of bibliometric studies, next constant.

Not positively correlated with Global Gender Gap Index of countries.

• “Productivity gap” (again known and terminology from literature).

Seen at career level, at hiring moments, at paper level with different indi-

cators (fractionally-counted number of papers, of citations, etc).

Not washed away by examined confounding factors.

Common quantitative shape: higher variability in M distributions.

Which confounder could specifically disadvantage top female authors?



4) Interpretations



Possible interpretation

Going beyond data is risky but important.

The STEM gender gap is big and persisting. Without interpreting it correctly

(e.g. gender equality paradox?) it’s hard to meaningfully discuss smaller gaps.

Simple, elegant, compelling interpretation in terms of two main causal factors

known in the literature. (“For every complex natural phenomenon there is a

simple, elegant, compelling, wrong explanation”). Following the literature:

• Gender differences in interests and relative attitudes

can dominantly account for the representation gap.

• Higher male variability (HMV)

can account for the productivity gap.

Sometimes dismissed as “neurosexism” — but the evidence is quite compelling.



Interests

A meta-review of the scientific literature summarizes: “Gender differences in
interest and enjoyment of math, coding, and highly systemizing activities are
large. The difference on traits related to preferences for ‘people vs. things’ is
found consistently and is very large”, R. Su, J. Rounds, P.I. Armstrong, “Men and things, women

and people: A meta-analysis of sex differences in interests”, Psychol. Bull. 135 (2009) 859.

Large means d ≈ 1, visible e.g. in free

choices of graduates (F majority):
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More equality (e.g. Scandinavia) leads

to growing differences:

Giolla, Kajonius. “Sex differences in personality are

larger in gender equal countries: Replicating and ex-

tending a surprising finding”, Int. J. Phychol. (2018).

Falk, Hermle, “Relationship of gender differences in

preferences to economic development and gender equal-

ity”, Science 19 (2018).

The opposite of social constructivism.

Gender difference reproduces within sub-fields. [Thelwall, Bailey, Tobin, Bradshaw, “Gender

differences in research areas, methods and topics: Can people and thing orientations explain the results?”, Journal

of Informetrics 12 (2019) 149]. Possibly innate. Offensive? Free will?

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19883140
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19883140
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30206941
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30206941
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30206941
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/362/6412/eaas9899
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/362/6412/eaas9899
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/362/6412/eaas9899
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1751157718303596
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1751157718303596


Relative attitudes

Bibliometric data start at ∼PhD level. Other tools observe the same STEM

representation gap earlier, in surveys of plans of high-school students. Lit-

erature discusses possible relevance of attitudes. Breda, Napp, “Girls comparative

advantage in reading can largely explain the gender gap in math-related fields”, PNAS (2019)

05779 find that the gap mostly disappears taking into account the math versus

reading difference in PISA scores (F higher in reading, M in math):

one controls for individual-level differences in ability between
math and reading. Column 7 of Table 1 shows that MR can ex-
plain 78% of the gender gap in intentions worldwide (95%
confidence interval = [71%,83%], see SI Appendix). The corre-
sponding statistics is 81% for OECD countries only, 88% for the
United States, 52% for Germany, 43% for France, and 157% for
Japan, a country where conditional on MR, girls become more
willing to study in math-intensive fields than boys. Similar results
are obtained when we measure math intentions with the two
questions that capture more specifically the arbitrage between
math and reading (SI Appendix, Table S2).
MR is more strongly associated with students’ intentions to study

math than are math or reading abilities taken in isolation (Fig. 1 and
SI Appendix, Table S3). This association is large and very similar for
boys and girls, implying that the gender gap in intentions is small
and almost constant—only ∼5% of a SD—along the distribution of
MR. In contrast, absolute levels of math or reading abilities leave a
large gender gap in intentions unexplained.
The simple difference MR summarizes relatively well the

relevant information on abilities that is needed to predict in-
tentions to pursue math-intensive studies and careers. We show
in SI Appendix that MR alone captures about 75% of the total
capacity of the distributions of math, reading, and science abil-
ities to predict intentions to pursue math-related studies and
careers. We also show that when we include detailed controls for
students’ abilities in regression models of these intentions, our
results remain qualitatively similar (SI Appendix, Table S4).
Our analyses of the relationship between abilities and inten-

tions invite to nuance two ability-based arguments that are
sometimes advanced to explain the gender gap in enrolment in
STEM: the fact that girls remain underrepresented among high
math achievers, hence less able to pursue math-related studies,
and the fact that they are more often good in both math and
reading, hence less constrained than boys in their choice of
study (24).
An underrepresentation of girls among high math achievers is

indeed observed in most countries (25), but taken in isolation,
this phenomenon is unlikely to be a good explanation for the
gender gap in math-intensive fields. Indeed, this gender gap

tends to be larger among high math achievers (Fig. 1 and SI
Appendix, Table S5).
Turning to the second possible explanation, we observe that

the gender gap in intentions is not reduced among students that
perform above a given threshold in both math and reading (see
SI Appendix, Table S5 for results based on various thresholds). In
contrast, the gender gap in intentions among students that are
better in math than in reading (68% of them boys) or better in
reading than in math (68% of them girls) is more than twice
lower than the average gap.
A possible limitation of the results presented so far is that

declared intentions to study math may not capture well actual
schooling decisions and gender gaps in enrolments. A first
reassuring element is that sex differences in occupational plans
in high school have been found to be a strong predictor of actual
gender differences in STEM majors (26, 27). Moreover, we show
that cross-country variations in gender gaps in intentions to
pursue math-intensive studies and careers measured in PISA are
well correlated with objective country-level measures of sex
segregation by field of study, like (i) the percentage of women
among STEM graduates in tertiary education (ρ = −0.52, see SI
Appendix), (ii) female overrepresentation in humanities (ρ =
0.39), or (iii) the female-to-male ratio in computer science
(ρ = −0.5, see SI Appendix, Table S8).
To discuss more directly the effect of MR on actual schooling

decisions, we use an auxiliary dataset for France. It includes ability
measures in math and reading as well as information on both in-
tentions to study STEM and future enrolment in STEM (see SI
Appendix for details). We find that the correlation between inten-
tions to specialize in STEM in grade 11, declared in grade 10 during
the period January–March (corresponding to the same age as that
of PISA students), and actual enrolment in grade 11 is strong but
not perfect (78%). However, and crucially to us, MR is a good
predictor of both intentions to study STEM and STEM enrolment,
and it reduces the gender gaps in these variables to the same extent
(46% for intentions and 49% for actual enrolment in STEM, which
also corresponds to what we find for France with PISA, see SI
Appendix, Table S6). From these observations and more detailed
analyses presented in the SI Appendix, we conclude that our results
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Fig. 1. Intentions to pursue math-intensive studies and careers as a function of ability in math, reading, and the comparative advantage in math
versus reading.
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Higher Male Variability

Proposed by Darwin with other offensive ideas. Meta-reviews conclude:

The Science of Sex Differences in
Science and Mathematics
Diane F. Halpern,1 Camilla P. Benbow,2 David C. Geary,3 Ruben C. Gur,4 Janet Shibley Hyde,5 and
Morton Ann Gernsbacher5

1 Claremont McKenna College, 2 Vanderbilt University, 3 University of Missouri, 4 University of Pennsylvania,
5 University of Wisconsin-Madison

SUMMARY—Amid ongoing public speculation about the
reasons for sex differences in careers in science and
mathematics, we present a consensus statement that is
based on the best available scientific evidence. Sex differ-
ences in science and math achievement and ability are
smaller for the mid-range of the abilities distribution than
they are for those with the highest levels of achievement
and ability. Males are more variable on most measures
of quantitative and visuospatial ability, which necessarily
results in more males at both high- and low-ability
extremes; the reasons why males are often more variable
remain elusive. Successful careers in math and science
require many types of cognitive abilities. Females tend to
excel in verbal abilities, with large differences between
females and males found when assessments include writing
samples. High-level achievement in science and math
requires the ability to communicate effectively and
comprehend abstract ideas, so the female advantage in
writing should be helpful in all academic domains. Males
outperform females on most measures of visuospatial
abilities, which have been implicated as contributing to
sex differences on standardized exams in mathematics and
science. An evolutionary account of sex differences in
mathematics and science supports the conclusion that,
although sex differences in math and science performance
have not directly evolved, they could be indirectly related
to differences in interests and specific brain and cognitive
systems. We review the brain basis for sex differences
in science and mathematics, describe consistent effects,
and identify numerous possible correlates. Experience
alters brain structures and functioning, so causal
statements about brain differences and success in math
and science are circular. A wide range of sociocultural
forces contribute to sex differences in mathematics and

science achievement and ability—including the effects of
family, neighborhood, peer, and school influences; training
and experience; and cultural practices. We conclude that
early experience, biological factors, educational policy,
and cultural context affect the number of women and men
who pursue advanced study in science and math and that
these effects add and interact in complex ways. There are
no single or simple answers to the complex questions about
sex differences in science and mathematics.

INTRODUCTION

The National Science Board (2003) sounded an alarm about

critical workforce shortages in jobs that require high-level
mathematical and science skills. Their fears about a dwindling
pool of mathematicians and scientists has fueled concern that

the United States will not be able to maintain its leadership in
science and technology, which translates directly to an inability

to fill positions that are essential to homeland security. A similar
call to arms had been made by leading economists, who warned
that the shortage of workers with science and math skills is

dampening our economic growth and posing a major threat to our
economic well-being. In the 2000 Biennial Report to the United

States Congress (Committee on Equal Opportunities in Science
and Engineering, 2000, section 5), experts predicted that the

overall rise in employment opportunities in the coming decade
would be around 14%, with employment opportunities in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (commonly

abbreviated STEM) expected to increase by over 50%. Despite
the serious need for a workforce with high-level skills in science

and mathematics, data from the National Science Foundation
show that ‘‘Women made up almost one-fourth (24 percent) of the
[science and engineering] workforce but close to one-half

(46 percent) of the U.S. workforce, in 1999’’ (National Science
Foundation, 2002b). Making fuller use of the female talent pool

could go a long way toward addressing workforce shortages.
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mulated that address these issues, which we summarize and

draw conclusions from below.

Average Sex Differences in Cognitive Abilities
Psychologists often look for sex differences very early in life as
clues to the relative contribution of biological and environ-

mental contributions, reasoning that newborns have had fewer
social interactions, so the earlier that sex differences are reliably

found, the more likely they are assumed to be biological in
origin. This assumption is not fully supported by the biological

literature because, for many species, sex differences are not
evident in infancy and often do not emerge until the age of
reproductive maturation. The simple distinction between

cognitive sex differences that emerge early in life and those that
emerge later does not rule out environmental effects, because

the uterine environment affects the development of a fetus. The
role of prenatal environmental factors is an excellent example of
the interaction of biological and environmental variables, which

often become indistinguishable in their effects. It does not
necessarily follow that differences found later in life are caused

by social or environmental factors, because there are develop-
mental timelines for biological processes, including the timing

of puberty, the development of the forebrain, and the aging
processes, all of which are also influenced by the environment.
Moreover, the tasks that infants can handle may be qualitatively

different from tasks designed for adolescents, even if they are
both labeled the same. For example, a verbal or spatial task for

an infant is qualitatively different than a verbal or spatial task
for an adolescent. With these caveats in mind, the usual finding

across tasks is that males and females develop equally well in
early cognitive skills that relate to quantitative thinking and
knowledge of objects in the environment.

By the end of grade school and beyond, females perform better
on assessments of verbal abilities when assessments are heavily

weighted with writing and the language-usage items cover topics
with which females are familiar; sex differences favoring
females are much larger in these conditions than when assess-

ments of verbal abilities do not including writing. In contrast,
males excel on certain visuospatial-ability measures. Yet, of all

the sex differences in cognitive abilities, differences in quan-
titative abilities have received the most attention because of the

marked differences favoring males at the highest end of the
ability distribution and because of their importance in so many
occupations. Male performance is more variable than that of

females in quantitative and visuospatial abilities, which means
that there are also more males at the low-ability end of these

distributions. Because males tend to be more variable, the
average difference in performance between females and males
for most assessments is smaller than it is at the high- and

low-ability tails of the distributions, and the size of the average
between-sex difference is larger for tests such as the GRE that

are administered to selective samples than it is for less selective

tests such as the SAT or a high-school admissions test. The fact

that females achieve higher grades in school-based math and
science tests and lower average scores on standardized exams

used for college admissions and graduate school may point to
differences in the strategies males and females use to solve novel

problems (Gallagher & Cahalan, in press) and to the tendency of
females to do better in most school contexts (Willingham & Cole,
1997). Of course, the factors that enter into earning a high grade

in a class are also different from those leading to high test scores
on a standardized test.

Sex Differences in Math and Science Performance in the
Tails of the Distribution
Substantial evidence suggests that the male advantage in math-
ematics is largest at the upper end of the ability distribution,

a result that could provide important clues to the origin of this
sex difference. In addition, a ‘‘tilt’’ favoring visuospatial or
mathematical abilities compared to verbal, regardless of level of

ability, is more frequently exhibited by males than by females.
Females tend to be more balanced in their ability profiles, which

may lead them to choose mathematics or science careers less
frequently than their male counterparts do. These differences

can be seen as early as adolescence, and, therefore, a greater
number of males than females may qualify for advanced training
in disciplines that place a premium on mathematical reasoning

and/or visuospatial abilities. Any differences that exist are
increased if interests and activities that are correlated with

abilities are considered.

An Evolutionary Account of Sex Differences in
Mathematics and Science
From an evolutionary perspective, sex differences in advanced

math and science have not evolved in any direct way but could
be indirectly related to differences in interests and to specific
brain and cognitive systems that differ for females and males.

Evolutionary theories predict sex differences that arise from
patterns of intrasexual competitions (for both males and

females) and intersexual choice (for both females and males),
including pressures that accompany the male-biased activities

of hunters and warriors who traveled long distances in novel
territory. Although a large body of data was presented that
supports this theory, numerous criticisms have been raised as

well. Many of its predictions remain to be tested, although
several patterns are consistent with observed differences in

interest and ability profiles.

Sex Differences in Brain Structure and Function
Studies of brain structure and function have suggested some

potential biological mechanisms for the observed sex differ-
ences in ability. In general, females have a higher percentage of

gray-matter brain tissue, whereas males have a higher volume of
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esis”, Heterodox Academy (2017).

10% HMV seen in grades: O’Dea, Lagisz, Jennions, Nakagawa, “Gender differences in

individual variation in academic grades fail to fit expected patterns for STEM”, Nature Com.

9 (2018) 3777. Indeed difference in interests dominates gap in central regions of
distributions. HMV grows big on tails, important scientifically. 10% HMV is
consistent with my data that probe tails up to ∼ 5σ (1 among 109 persons).
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Is there gender bias in physics?

Data show differences that don’t look like dominantly due to bias and that
can be due to human differences documented in the scientific literature.

Ignoring differences can lead to wrong interventions. E.g. claiming STEM
biased keeps women away: Pietri et al., “Addressing Unintended Consequences of Gender

Diversity Interventions on Women’s Sense of Belonging in STEM”, Sex Roles 80 (2019) 527.

E.g. why F participation remains lowest in STEM?

• Because STEM has bad culture ⇒ special interventions (‘positive’ discrim-
ination) needed to enforce equal outcomes based on group identity.

• Because of difference in interests ⇒ let STEM keep giving equal opportu-
nities to everybody by considering people individually.

Holland: “Men need not apply: university set to open jobs just to women”.
USA: “Stanford pushes separate physics course for minority students”. Canada:
“university employees will be judged, at least in part, by the colour of their skin
and their sexual orientations rather than by the quality of their work”. Australia:
“University lowers entry score for female applicants in male-dominated courses”.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11199-018-0952-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11199-018-0952-2
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/06/men-need-not-apply-university-set-open-jobs-just-women
https://www.campusreform.org/?ID=13615
https://www.therecord.com/opinion-story/9552146-the-dumbing-down-of-canadian-universities
https://www.therecord.com/opinion-story/9552146-the-dumbing-down-of-canadian-universities
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/aug/29/university-makes-10-point-entry-score-adjustment-for-female-applicants


Is there gender bias in gender?

STEM criticised in a way considered wrong by me and silent colleagues. Why?

Studies finding male-favouring gaps are perceived as less credible and offensive:

Winegard, Clark, Hasty, Baumeister, “Equalitarianism: A Source of Liberal Bias”, SSRN E.Jou (2018) 3175680.

Buss, von Hippel, “Psychological Barriers to Evolutionary Psychology: Ideological Bias and Coalitional Adapta-

tions”, Archives of Scientific Psychology 6 (2018) 148. Stewart-Williams, Thomas, Blackburn, Chan, “Reactions

to Male-Favoring vs. Female-Favoring Sex Differences: A Preregistered Experiment”, PsyArXiv preprint (2019).

I perceive bias in reporting bias, e.g.

newspapers >∼ title of scholarly papers >∼ abstracts >∼ text >∼ data.

Proposing that gender imbalances might not be discrimination is dangerous.

“University Union in UK rejects academic freedom for gender critical feminists”.

UC: saying “the most qualified person should get the job” is a micro-aggression.

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3175680
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2018-57934-001
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2018-57934-001
https://psyarxiv.com/nhvsr
https://psyarxiv.com/nhvsr
https://leiterreports.typepad.com/blog/2019/08/university-union-in-uk-rejects-academic-freedom-for-gender-critcial-feminists.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2015/06/16/uc-teaching-faculty-members-not-to-criticize-race-based-affirmative-action-call-america-melting-pot-and-more/


Conclusions: the elephant in the room

Many social barriers were removed: we now see that differences clearly due to

discriminations disappeared, others remain. A political ideology cannot accept

this reality and closed in a worldview that makes its adherents feel moral:

All differences are discrimination. Some differences can exist.

Protected groups are victims, Consider people individually,
make them more equal than others. not by their group identity.

Equal outcomes for groups. Equal opportunities for everybody.

Science is social game. Science seeks truth.
Makes hierarchy of power. Makes hierarchy of competences.

Citations to persuade. Citations recognise credit.
Bibliometrics is irrelevant. Bibliometrics is a useful tool.

Science needs representation. Science needs scientists.

Reason is tool of privileged groups. Free speech.

They react like the Church when Enlightenment casted doubt on sacred beliefs.

Academia should be a place where difficult topics are meaningfully debated.

Some unsayable results are so common-sense that people distrust academia.

https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/essay/the-growing-partisan-divide-in-views-of-higher-education

